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Author and Harry Potter fan Duncan Levy recognizes that â€œWingardium Leviosaâ€• may be the

most popular spell incantation from the world of Harry Potter, but he'd be the first to remind fans that

it isn't the only one.The Unofficial Harry Potter Spellbook is a comprehensive companion for fans

looking to delve deeper into the magical world of Harry Potter. Written by fifteen-year-old author

Duncan Levy, this extensive collection of spells is not only a fun treat for fans but an extensive look

into the magic that fuels the universe of Harry Potter.The books of Harry Potter were written by

British author J.K Rowling. Since the first book's publication back in 1997, the Hogwarts universe

has since taken the world by storm, spawning a series of highly successful films, and a whole line of

official and unofficial books, toys, games, and clothing lines.The Unofficial Harry Potter Spellbook

takes fans one step closer to the world of Harry Potter by providing them with a convenient and fun

way of finding out the different magical spells that were used in the books. The book covers

everything from hexes, jinxes, and curses, to charms and healing spells. Whether you're looking for

a quick-read magic guide or a fun addition to your growing collection of Harry Potter memorabilia,

The Unofficial Harry Potter Spellbook is perfect for you.The Unofficial Harry Potter Spellbook is part

of the THiNKaha series whose slim and handy books contain 140 well-thought-out quotations

(tweets/ahas).
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This is more pamphlet than book. At 114 double sided pages, you're talking 58 pages thick. The

major flaw with this book is that no wand movements are included. Anyone who has read the books

knows that spells require specific wand movements. You can't just say a spell and have magic

happen. It doesn't take a super-fan to know that.Furthermore, for a spell book, a number of spells

don't even include the incantation. For instance; "Bubble Head Charm" and "Throw Snowballs".

Those aren't incantations, those are descriptions of the spell. I don't remember the Weasley

brothers shouting, "Throw Snowballs!" before their barrage of snowballs assaulted Gryffindor

tower.This book was created by a 15 year old who cherry picked spells (not all of them) from the

books and movies and typed them out. Now, because he slapped "Unofficial" on the cover, he's

hoping to turn a profit off of someone else's intellectual property.There are so many Harry Potter

books out there (both official and unofficial) that are far better composed, thought out and executed

than this garbage.

I got this book and it was like twenty dollars and it took forever to convince my mom. I was so exited

when I opened it, but then WAT THE !?!!!!?!??? There are no wand movements. Every person

knows that you need wand movements to perform a spell. You can't just pick up your wand and go

ACCIO BACKPACK and exect that your backpack will mgically zoom to your hand. And it is very

short and I expected more. In a real spellbook it would include the types of wands! And it should

include how to perform the spells. Like example: pick up your wand and ready yourself. say ACCIO

(object desired) and sharply flick your wand up. your desired object should fly to your hand. Also, it

should have the correct way to hold a wand, and maybe even the history of some spells.... I mean I

know that might be a little fantasizing, but some of the kids reading this book would love to learn that

stuff. Overall, I am very disapointed in this book. The main reason I am complaining is because of

the price of the book. TWENTY DOLLARS. Me and my mom have a budget of twenty dollars a

month. Because I am such a dedicated fan, I begged my mom to let me get it. Finally she let me,

but it was clearly NOT worth it. Now I can't purchase any books for a whole month , which is the

worst, because I am a real bookworm.Very disapointed,Sheila C.

It's so much easier just to go on the harry potter wiki. There's the list of spells on there. It has most



of the incantation and some have the wand movements.(only the ones that appeared on

pottermore).

Sure, this book has a couple of good spells, but if you were to cast them, this book would not be

much help. For example, what are the wand movements? Also, "Dolohov's Curse" is CERTAINLY

not an incantation. Speaking of no incantations, Bewitched Snowballs is also not a real spell. I

mean, if you just say 'Bewitched Snowballs,' nothing is going to happen. All in all, OK but missing

some essentials.

OK, I'm not into Harry Potter, but our boys are. And now they can say something beyond

"Wingardium leviosa!"This book is charming (pun intended), and the descriptions of the spells are

so simple and clear that they make sense even to our younger guy. I like how this book invites

creative play, and I'm sure this book will get a lot of use in our home. And more copies for birthday

gifts for the elementary set.

Daughter enjoy is; however, do not expect it to last very long attention wise.

My 7yr old has loved watching the Harry Potter movies. I purchased this so that he could play Harry

Potter and it has been fun. As an adult I don't think all of the spells from the movies are in there but

my 7yr old likes it!

Now I realize that this isn't a book written by JK Rowling and had the spells that they used in the

books and movies and such, but I was expecting a little more than mostly blank pages with a bunch

of nonsense spells.There were the occasional spell that we knew about, but my son was looking for

this for his birthday. Maybe he will like it, but I was really disappointed in it.
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